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We first would like to start off by 
Class in Homer. Twenty- four reputable citizens from Bossier, Claiborne
Parish attended the class and passed with 
class. It was such a good class that 
(Saturday). If you know of anyone interested in attending, have them contact us at 318
927-5026 for a registration form to be mailed
(www.defensivetraining.us ) and register online or obtain a registration form. This will 
be our last class for $52 and we will have to raise our class fee to $62 after the March 
22nd class. We don’t want to but have to, and  s
anywhere. We have enclosed a group picture of the Feb. 15
 

We want to mention our Advanced Carrying Concealed C
enough folks interested in attending. Unlike the basic CCH Class where you are in the 
classroom longer than range time, the Advanced CCH Class is vice
classroom and longer time on range. The course offers more
fundamentals of shooting, decision making shooting, marksmanship, multiple targets, 
shoot / don’t shoot, and shooting from cover and concealment. That class did go up ten 
dollars from before ($62) and does requir
class, (300). Anyone having problems getting ammunition can contact us for some 
suggestions. If you or you know anyone 
Class, let us know through our website or Facebook page and we will start 
a date. There is one condition that must
which is:  must have attended one of our Basic Classes (only attended, do not have to 
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We first would like to start off by welcoming our new clients from the Feb. 15
four reputable citizens from Bossier, Claiborne

arish attended the class and passed with flying colors. It was a good group
class. It was such a good class that we decided to have another on March

anyone interested in attending, have them contact us at 318
5026 for a registration form to be mailed or have them go to our website 

) and register online or obtain a registration form. This will 
be our last class for $52 and we will have to raise our class fee to $62 after the March 

. We don’t want to but have to, and  still will be  the best rate you can find 
ave enclosed a group picture of the Feb. 15th. Recognize anyone?

 

ur Advanced Carrying Concealed Class we offer when we have 
enough folks interested in attending. Unlike the basic CCH Class where you are in the 
classroom longer than range time, the Advanced CCH Class is vice-versa, less time in 
classroom and longer time on range. The course offers more instructions on the 

decision making shooting, marksmanship, multiple targets, 
shoot / don’t shoot, and shooting from cover and concealment. That class did go up ten 
dollars from before ($62) and does require a tad bit more ammunition than
class, (300). Anyone having problems getting ammunition can contact us for some 
suggestions. If you or you know anyone that would like to attend our Advanced CCH 
Class, let us know through our website or Facebook page and we will start 

that must be met before attending our advanced class, 
must have attended one of our Basic Classes (only attended, do not have to 

 

 

Feb. 15th CCH 
four reputable citizens from Bossier, Claiborne, and Webster 

flying colors. It was a good group and a good 
March 22nd 

anyone interested in attending, have them contact us at 318-
or have them go to our website 

) and register online or obtain a registration form. This will 
be our last class for $52 and we will have to raise our class fee to $62 after the March 

the best rate you can find 
. Recognize anyone? 

 

lass we offer when we have 
enough folks interested in attending. Unlike the basic CCH Class where you are in the 

versa, less time in 
instructions on the 

decision making shooting, marksmanship, multiple targets, 
shoot / don’t shoot, and shooting from cover and concealment. That class did go up ten 

tion than the basic 
class, (300). Anyone having problems getting ammunition can contact us for some 

Advanced CCH 
Class, let us know through our website or Facebook page and we will start planning on 

dvanced class, 
must have attended one of our Basic Classes (only attended, do not have to 



have permit) or they currently possess a LA CCH permit. We have had two of those 
classes and had positive remarks. It is a good, valuable course, and encourage anyone 
who fits the criteria to attend. 
 
Did you see where the individual up north somewhere was teaching gun safety to a 
girlfriend and was pointing several weapons at his head and pulling the trigger to show 
her the weapon was unloaded? One wasn’t, a 9mm semi-automatic, and he pulled the 
trigger and bang! Instructional procedure turned into a traumatic event. Not the way to 
teach gun safety. First rule of firearms safety is treat all weapons as if loaded. His first 
rule of firearms safety most certainly was not that.  
 
The state of Connecticut is trying to pass legislature to collect all assault type weapons 
from citizens. It is not the first state that has tried to pass similar laws but it may fly 
there. Connecticut is one of those states that has yet to respond to a request from LA to 
honor CCH permits in their state, so it will be interesting to see what develops there.  
 
We would like to share with you a class we will also be offering to the public titled 
“Don’t Become a Victim”. This two to three hour course will be great for churches, 
institutions, educational employees, or company staff. It offers some great suggestions 
and techniques that anyone can follow to help them in “not” becoming a victim.  It has 
important information on personal safety at home and traveling, “easy to do 
techniques” if attacked and how to easily recognize areas and person(s) to avoid. 
 
That is it for this newsletter. Carrying Concealed Handgun Class March 22nd. Pass the 
word around and have them take advantage of the lowest fee you can find. Stay safe 
and remember to carry concealed if you can. Contact us if we can be of any assistance 
to any of you. 
 
 
Steve & Butch 
Golden Eagle Training and Safety 
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